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Repairing Broken Diamonds and Repairing Damaged Diamonds.
Most damaged diamonds can be repaired by re-cutting and re-polishing.
We use the same cutting and polishing processes that the original diamond was created from.
Hirschfelds London diamond repolishing and recutting service have been catering to
both the trade and the public since 1875.
We can re-cut and polish any of the older cut diamonds, repair broken diamonds or repair chipped
diamonds, including repairs to fancy cut diamonds such as princess, baguettes and marquise diamonds .
We will also re-polish burnt diamonds; remove minor scratches, abrasions and chips from
modern cut diamonds, thereby improving their clarity grade.
This ring on the left had a damaged diamond. The diamond originally
weighed 1.20 carats. The diamond was repolished and now weighs
1.06 carats, losing just over 8% of its original diamond weight.
Our London diamond polisher greatly improved the proportions of the
diamond and improved its cut grade too.
If you have a damaged diamond or a damaged or chipped gemstone
and if your gem is repairable, we can repair the jewel.
Valuable coloured gemstones such as Emeralds, Rubies, and Sapphires
can be repaired with excellent results.
Our experienced gemmologists will analyse your diamond and we can
have your diamond certificated by a London diamond laboratory after
repolishing or re-cutting. You will then have excellent documentation
for identifying and valuing the gem.
The .97 ct. Old Cut diamond below, seemed to have little value after years of hard wear.
After close inspection under our microscope, it was revealed that
the diamond was badly chipped on three sides, the heart of the
diamond was intact, and in fact, was of very good quality and really
worth saving and repolishing. Our diamond polisher’s solution was
to remake the diamond. By retaining the original proportions and
cutting to an antique cushion shape, our diamond polisher saved a
Beautiful .75 carat diamond from a .97 ct broken diamond!
The diamond went from an imperfect unusable diamond with sharp edges and not much sparkle to this lovely
old style diamond, .76 ct VS clarity, G colour. Even though the stone lost 20% of its original weight,
its trade replacement value is over £2500.00 – well worth the cost for recutting and polishing!

Please call or email for an appointment for diamond repair, or bring along your damaged jewel.
We are open Monday to Friday: 8:00 am to 5:00 pm. London diamond polishing.

